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The Blessed Hope! 

 “Looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the 
great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ;” –(Titus 2:13) 

                         Diamond & Nugget #78Ra & Sec 

 
Many of you are about to miss the Rapture because you are not watching the signs.  
For many your perception of life around you seems to be tenuous these days and that is 
not due to your imagination.  This past week our fake President went to the shame to do 
a photo-op fake getting the so-called “booster vaccine” on a faked White House stage 
set with all the trappings of what were made to appear to be inside the White House.     
 

 
 
A fake president getting his fake booster shot in front of a fake media photo-op on a 
fake White House sound set at some film set somewhere among the legions of leeches 
leading the sheeple to the slaughter!  Look closely at all the details in this photo taken 
by a spy!  Even the White House press corps was part of the scam or taken in by the 
faked event. 
 
Check out some of the photos from the scene, revealing it was all staged with fake 
windows and everything, even a microphone behind the fake president.  
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This is really an End Times comedy hour, given all the insanity that it covers. One of the 
big stories is how NY Governor Hochul is now claiming God created vaccines and 
wants everybody to be injected with them. Those who don’t take vaccines aren’t 
listening to God, claims the obviously Satan-infested witch posing as governor. 
 
But the hilarity doesn’t end there, of course. Fake president Biden recently received a 
fake vaccine booster shot while sitting on a sound stage with a fake Oval Office set 
constructed behind him, begging the question: Why do they need to fake the White 
House for a fake vaccine booster photo op to help push a fake pandemic?  I saw the 
video of this bit of chicanery and the female Major, as Joe Biden called her, did not even 
have a vile of the vaccine in her hands, just the syringe.  That is a no no as the syringe 
is never pre-loaded before administering an injection.  
 

 
 
It begs the question: If Joe Biden (is that even him?) really has access to the White 
House, why would they have to build a fake one to stage more vaccine propaganda?  I 
raise the question of the man doubling from Joe Biden is not the president but is a 
doppelganger (double or impersonator).   In the case of Joe Biden, there are lots of 
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pictures of him when he was the senior senator from Delaware, and the real Joe Biden 
is seen on the left side of the picture.  Who is the double on the right side of the picture?   
 
 

 
 
Several times over the past year, observant individuals spotted that this was not Joe 
Biden but a groomed doppelganger.  Both the picture above and the larger picture on 
the next page reveal that an important physical feature about this stand-in that reveals 
he is a fake.     
 
We have learned that this stand-in of Joe Biden has been faking the role of the Chief 
Executive Officer of the U.S.A. since February, 2021.   David Zublick of ‘The Dark Out 
Post’ web site revealed the imposter’s name on his September 24th program.  The 
doppelganger is an 83-year old bit-part (c-list) actor by the name of Arthur Roberts.  In 
the photo below Boris Johnston, blew the cover by asking,  A theatrically masked Boris 
Johnson, our source said, discretely muted his microphone and spoke softly in Roberts’ 
direction, asking, “You’re not Joe Biden. Who the bloody hell are you?”  He added that a 
bewildered Johnson later asked Psaki “what the hell just happened,” and was told to 
forget the entire incident, unless the UK wanted to lose all U.S. support. 
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Above: UK Boris Johnson with the Biden double last week. 

 
 

 
The 83-year old doppelganger, Arthur Roberts playing a fake President! 
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The real Joseph R. Biden has not been seen in public since shortly after the 2020 
presidential election. The reason is that, in early February, he suffered a massive stroke 
that left him brain dead and hospitalized at Walter Reed National Military Medical 
Center, where he has lain comatose ever since. Biden’s Deep State handlers had high 
hopes for Kamala Harris, and had intended that she would succeed him, but it soon 
became apparent that she lacked fortitude and the mental acuity needed to coalesce 
the liberal base. Much to her chagrin, she was put on the backburner while the Deep 
State sought body double replacements that could play a convincing Joe Biden. 
 
How long can this ruse be perpetuated to fool members of our government, the public, 
or the world.  With access to the Internet, it might bring down the country, and the dollar.  
The Senate approved a stop-gap measure this week to keep the government in cash, at 
least until mid-December.  People are waking up in other areas that have ominous signs 
of a collapsing empire.  Empty shelves at stores are found all over the country, and this 
Christmas season will leave a lean holiday for the little ones. 
 
Shortages are hitting the shelves across the world from the ongoing Covid-19 scandal 
scamdemic.  China is being faced with rationing electricity, and that is bound to hurt 
production of products destined to the shelves of Walmart’s and Costco in the U.S.   
 
Global supply chains are currently in a state of absolute chaos. Every time things seem 
to be getting back on track, a new disruption emerges and pushes the entire system to 
the brink of a collapse. Even the mainstream media is extremely alarmed about the 
worsening of this crisis. Widespread shortages are being reported all across the 
country, but the situation may escalate to a whole new level over the coming weeks as 
millions of supply chain workers are threatening to quit their jobs. 
 
 Over the past 18 months, seafarers, truck drivers, and airline workers have dealt with 
strict travel restrictions, testing requirements, and a crew change crisis that left nearly a 
million workers stuck at sea for almost a year. After so many challenges, millions of 
them are reaching their breaking point and planning to quit the workforce, posing yet 
another risk to congested ports, container vessels, and trucking companies. Last week, 
the International Chamber of Shipping sent a letter to heads of state attending the 
United Nations General Assembly warning of a “global transport system collapse” if 
governments do not lift movement restrictions to transport workers and give them 
priority to get vaccines so that they can travel freely around the world. 
 
“Global supply chains are beginning to buckle as two years’ worth of strain on transport 
workers take their toll,” the groups wrote. The letter was signed by several groups, 
including the International Air Transport Association, the International Road Transport 
Union, and the International Transport Workers’ Federation. Together they represent 65 
million transport workers globally. “All transport sectors are also seeing a shortage of 
workers, and expect more to leave as a result of the poor treatment millions have faced 
during the sanitary outbreak, putting the supply chain under greater threat,” it added. 
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At this moment, the situation is looking particularly dire at our ports. Dozens of cargo 
ships are arriving every day and having to wait for days to finally get unloaded. In the 
Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach, at least 75 cargo ships are carrying an estimated 
500,000 containers and no one seems to know what to do and how to handle the 
unprecedented backlog given that there are not enough dockworkers to empty all of 
those containers. Never in history, had U.S. ports faced such acute congestion. To 
make things worse, the container backlog on the other side of the world is even bigger. 
In China, at least 154 container ships full of import cargo are stuck offshore waiting to 
unload and refill containers with export goods in Shanghai and Ningbo ports, according 
to eeSea, a company that analyzes carrier schedules. All across the country, a total of 
242 container ships are waiting for berths. 
 
Congestion in Chinese ports means that the flow of exports to U.S. importers is 
significantly constrained. This comes as retailers struggle to restock their inventories 
before the busy holiday shopping season. Waiting times are more than doubling and 
shipping delays have become the norm. As this crisis aggravates, we’re now being told 
that this holiday season is going to be a turbulent one. “Retailers are sounding the alarm 
on the upcoming holiday shopping season due to serious supply chain issues that are 
slowing shipments of manufactured goods around the world,” CBS reported., adding 
that: “chaos theory in its simplest form says if a butterfly flaps its wings in China, it 
means rain in Central Park. Well, that applies not just to weather, but supply chains as 
well, and in the Bay Area, it will impact everything from computer parts for your car to 
the gifts and toys on your holiday shopping list”. 
 
So if you really want to get something for the coming season, you should probably place 
your order right now, because there’s a huge chance that it will not be available later. 
According to the Chamber of Commerce, the delivery delays are only going to get 
worse from now on. At the grocery store, soaring food prices have been absolutely 
devastating for working-poor families who allocate a high percentage of their incomes to 
basic and essential items.  
 
While many Americans are still relying on the false idea that widespread shortages will 
never become a reality in the world’s most prosperous nation, soon enough they will 
notice that extensive shortages are already here and they will persist for months. The 
unprepared are usually the ones that end up becoming panic buyers. And once they 
realize that our leaders won’t come up with some sort of quick fix to this crisis, our entire 
system will be shaken to the core. As the blind lead the blind, our country heads to yet 
another critical season while most people remain unaware of the looming threats.   
 
There is the Evergrande real estate debacle in China which missed its second month 
interest payments on $300-billion debt, and $100-billion in current bills unpaid.  The 
ramifications of Evergrande are intimately a factor in the collapse of the derivatives 
market which is $2.4 Quadrillion.  A Quadrillion is 1,000,000,000,000,000 with 15 zeros 
behind it. The economic world has been for a few decades or longer a house of cards.  
We are running out of roadway or runway!  The issue with Evergrande is in the next 
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three largest Chinese real estate development operations below Evergrande.  They too 
are vulnerable to crashing with exponential impact.  We are always hearing about the 
U.S. National Debt as the problem, yet China is three times as dangerous in potential 
collapse as we are.  The CCP controls the Chinese economy and all up and down the 
line is a series of corrupt levels of managers feeding at the trough of bribes, kickbacks, 
embezzlement.     
 
Another 400,000 immigrants are expected to crash the Southern border in October.  
That is on top a million that have invaded the country over the past year since the stolen 
2020 election.  Upwards of 20,000 Haitians have crossed the Rio Grande and spread 
out into the interior of the country.  The invading immigrants are largely overwhelming 
their screening for health issues as was the case of what the U.S. military brought out of 
Afghanistan. 
  
Things seem to grow worse by the day around the world and as crisis after crisis are 
like ocean waves crashing on the shore, leadership are so perplexed we are reaching 
the point where the world will call for a strong leader to solve all the problems.  With a 
brain-dead Joe Biden, everything is up for grabs.  We hear that former President 
Obama is orchestrating events from his 8,500 sq.-ft. home twenty-minutes in the nearby 
upscale D.C. Kalorama neighborhood. 
 
Israel struck at a facility inside of Iran this past week that was reported as a nuclear 
plant of some sort.  Israeli defense leaders are ready to strike Iran, awaiting the decision 
of Naftali Bennett to strike.  “The war with Israel has already started,” Iranian Foreign 
Ministry spokesman Saeed Khatibzadeh told Israel’s Maariv newspaper on Thursday. 
The Iranian was in Normandy where he also addressed the World Peace Forum. 
 
“Israel has carried out attacks that were intended to destroy our nuclear program for 
peaceful purposes. It murdered nuclear scientists and harmed the Iranian people. Iran is 
accused of terrorism, but there is no good or bad terrorist. The whole crisis in the region 
is Israel’s fault,” Khatibzadeh said to Maariv. 
  
The spokesman also accused Israel of doing everything it could to foil a nuclear 
agreement between Iran and the West while claiming the U.S. was deliberately 
withholding from Iran needed medicines. 
 
Asked if a nuclear agreement would prevent Israel from launching an attack, 
Khatibzadeh said, “Israel has severely damaged our research and civilian system. 
There is talk of an Iranian nuclear threat, but Israel has hundreds of bombs, and it has 
never signed the Non-Proliferation Treaty.” 
 
Iran recently held a provocative military exercise near its 430-mile border with 
Azerbaijan due to what Tehran called a “Zionist presence” there. 
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Recently, Biden or his double invoked the Satanic Number 666 as the “Winter of Doom” 
races towards America. 
 
A foreboding new Russian Security Council report circulating in the Kremlin first noting 
President Putin ordering the government to decide whether it is viable to limit the 
spending of the National Wealth Fund (NWF) in view of expected lower oil and natural 
gas revenues due to the energy transition in the coming decades from the West, who 
are transitioning their energy needs to renewables, like solar and wind, says currently 
bolstering the NWF, that’s dedicated to support the pension system of the Russian 
Federation to guarantee long-term sound functioning of the system, are skyrocketing 
natural gas prices that daily keep hitting new record highs—because of European 
consumers having just requested an increase in steam coal suppliers on the back of 
record-breaking gas prices, and Russian coal producers are ready to boost sales for the 
region—and in response to Russian Railways now reporting: “Infrastructural capabilities 
of Russian Railways will make it possible to support extra coal export in the western 
direction if needed…Concerning the railcar fleet, its pool as estimated by Russian 
Railways is also sufficient for a significant increase in carriage”. 
 
Further important to note, this report says, was Russian energy giant Gazprom reporting 
yesterday: “Deliveries of Russian natural gas to Hungary and Croatia have started today 
along the new route - over the TurkStream gas pipeline and downstream using national 
gas transport systems of Bulgaria, Serbia and Hungary” - that was followed by Ukraine 
reporting that it has lost the ability to import natural gas from Hungary through the so-
called virtual reverse due to terminating the transit of Russian natural gas through the 
Ukrainian territory to Hungary - is a “reverse flow” scheme forced on the European 
Union nearly a decade ago by the socialist Obama-Biden Regime, that sees Russian 
natural gas deliveries bound for Europe first entering Ukraine at two points: 
Drozdovichy, on the Polish border, and Berehove, on the frontier with Hungary - after 
which Ukraine pumps Russian natural gas back to Europe using the same pipelines, 
though charging exorbitant fees - a socialist scheme so nonsensical it caused the 
European Union nation of Hungary to sign its own deal for Russian natural gas, with its 
President Viktor Orban pointing out that his countrymen would be forced to pay more 
money for gas without the new deal, and him noting that he was only concerned with 
the views of his country’s voters, not the geopolitical aims of Ukraine - that was followed 
by Ukraine demanding that the European Union and United States place sanctions of 
Russia for making this deal with Hungary - an absurd sanctions demand countered by 
CEO Yuri Vitrenko of Naftogaz of Ukraine, who factually stated: “Gazprom halted gas 
transit to Hungary via Ukraine…And this is despite booked transit capacity…Gazprom 
has this right under the contract not to supply gas for transit for the booked capacity but 
pay for such capacity at the same time” - after which Ukraine then began lobbying for 
the West to prevent Russia's new Nord Stream 2 pipeline, which bypasses Ukraine, 
from starting up - lobbying that was quickly replied to by German utility Uniper, that’s 
part of the group of Western companies supporting Nord Stream 2, which said it does 
not expect the pipeline to help ease the tight global gas market this winter as an 
operating license is unlikely to come quickly, and whose Chief Executive Klaus-Dieter 
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Mauchbach exactly stated: “The certification of the pipeline, as far as I know, will be so 
late it will probably not be able to help us out this winter”. 
 
To fully understand this growing global energy crisis, this report explains, one first 
needs to know it’s entirely caused by American companies like Apple and Tesla, who 
while spouting their green energy woke propaganda know full well that their products 
can’t be made without they call is the world’s dirtiest commodity coal, which is why their 
massive manufacturing plants are kept out of sight in the People’s Republic of China - a 
China whose President Xi Jinping pledged at the United Nations General Assembly this 
past week to halt the construction of coal-fired power plants abroad - after this pledge 
was made saw it being factually reported: “While Xi is making grandiose 
pronouncements about a ‘green revolution’ - the backdrop is that in the first half of 2020, 
China approved 23 gigawatts-worth of new coal power projects, which is more than the 
previous two years combined...and China's coal surge will most likely destroy the 
market for renewables within the country” - a so-called ‘green revolution’ in China that 
new analysis shows would see them having to shutter 600 power plants using coal to 
meet its emissions goal - are coal powered plants impossible to shut down as over half 
of the provinces in China are now rationing electricity, and whose governors are 
demanding more coal imports to resolve this crisis - is an energy crisis of historic 
magnitude that in September, it caused China to buy up a significant portion of global 
LNG shipments, sparking gas shortages in Europe, which among other things 
contributed to local prices soaring to record highs – both for electricity and natural gas 
itself - and because of long-standing energy contract obligations, China is buying record 
amounts of Russian coal and natural gas to further explode their prices on global 
markets.  
 
As this global energy crisis races towards the United States to deliver a “winter of doom” 
of exploding heating costs its citizens will be crushed by, this report continues, the 
insane energy policies of Supreme Socialist Leader fake Joe Biden’s handlers have just 
caused the developers of the critically needed PennEast pipeline to deliver natural gas 
to the energy starved States of the Northeast to scrap their project - that’s now joined by 
reports that coal production in the United States have plummeted to levels not seen 
since 1965 - in preparing for this crises yesterday saw the United States Postal Service 
stunningly announcing that for the first time in their history it has begun slowing down 
the delivery of mail - sees the energy crisis in China now causing a breakdown of the 
microchip supply chain in America - a supply chain breakdown that is now leaving 
American home appliance makers unable to meet demand, and it being warned U.S. 
auto sales are set to plummet.  
 
The ‘Liberty Beacon’ focused on how those energy ‘Shortages’ are playing out in 
globalist Europe.  The short of all this issue on energy supply is really all about control 
and reducing agricultural output of EU farmers.  This agenda is well underway in the 
U.S. with the likes of Microsoft Bill Gates buying up thousands of acres of prime farm 
and grazing land across the U.S for beef.  
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“Who Controls the Food Supply Controls the People” This is to serve warning that what 
‘the authorities’ are planning for us in the very near future is a ‘Great Reset’ of what we 
are accustomed to eating at our daily meals.    
 

 
 
“We’re running a twofer from Zerohedge re. the Netherlands and France and the 
energy crunch. We warn against Zerohedge’s MSM feel on these kinds of topics, 
which takes its reporting from globalist rags ‘Bloomberg’ and ‘Financial Times’. 
. 
We believe that this is an entirely manufactured crisis, again to make over 500 million 
taxpayers shell out even more than they have already done in billions for fake 
‘vaccines’, tests and masks, loss of employment and personal assets through illegal 
lockdown, etc. It’s basically a continuation of the ’emergency’ psychology to continue 
the massive transfer of wealth up to the top, this time through energy usage, which 
leaves people like sitting ducks in the winter months. The demand for energy should be 
pretty much like it is for any normal fall. The first Zerohedge piece uses the ‘blame 
Russia’ card, for which no evidence has so far been presented: 
 
Europe is struggling to respond to the energy crunch as natgas prices soared again 
after Russia unexpectedly cut supplies. The continent is not sufficiently stocked 
ahead of the winter, which suggests the energy crisis will continue.” 
 
The Nord Stream II pipeline was completed during SEPTEMBER. Now Germany 
has decided to WAIT until January to even MAKE THE DECISION as to whether 
Nord Stream II gets its license. Of course it will, but why manipulate this situation in 
such a way unless you are deliberately creating the problem. Funny that Zerohedge 
doesn’t bother to mention that.  
 
Skyrocketing Energy Prices Could Cripple Europe’s Economy, Yet Nordstream Is Now 
Finished …  This is all about Climate Change and the Klaus Schwab “Great Reset” 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/european-gas-power-hyperinflation-getting-more-surreal-day
https://www.europereloaded.com/skyrocketing-energy-prices-could-cripple-europes-economy-but-why-on-earth/
https://www.europereloaded.com/skyrocketing-energy-prices-could-cripple-europes-economy-but-why-on-earth/
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agenda as the world is transitioned from Capitalism to Socialism and to lock down 
Marxism, Chinese CCP-style. 
 

 
 
Cutting food supplies within Europe and forcing some food growers out of business 
is simply a continuation of the Agenda 21 plan to force farmers off the land into 
‘smart’ stack’n pack cities, which has been happening in various EU countries, including 
the Netherlands, for years. We remind readers of a story we ran just last month of the 
blatant tyranny over farmland and farmers in this country: 
 
Total Insanity: Dutch Cabinet Plans to Take Farms from Farmers to “Combat 
Global Warming” 
 

 
 

https://www.europereloaded.com/dutch-farmers-paralyse-roads-with-mass-protests-against-environmental-directive/
https://www.europereloaded.com/dutch-farmers-paralyse-roads-with-mass-protests-against-environmental-directive/
https://www.europereloaded.com/total-insanity-dutch-cabinet-plans-to-take-farms-from-farmers-to-combat-global-warming/
https://www.europereloaded.com/total-insanity-dutch-cabinet-plans-to-take-farms-from-farmers-to-combat-global-warming/
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There is evidence elsewhere on the French political landscape that Macron’s crew do 
believe they might get re-elected next spring, such is the level of delusion or 
scheming among these people. They are hated with a passion in France, but the 
options are globalist lite or globalist heavy. And Marine Le Pen has clearly gone as far 
as she can go. If they do get back in, it will be by some narrow margin through mass 
abstention, a split vote, or those useful Dominion voting machines. It certainly won’t be 
because of popularity. 
 
Dutch Greenhouses Go Dark As Energy Crisis Worsens; Food Inflation Fears Mount 
For Europe! 
 
Soaring European gas and electricity prices are getting worse by the day, forcing a 
vast network of Dutch glass greenhouses, the largest on the continent, to limit 
output or go entirely dark, according to ‘Bloomberg’. This could have a devastating 
impact on food supplies and boost prices ahead of the holiday season. 
 
The Netherlands has become an agricultural giant and is the world’s second-largest 
exporter of food by value, primarily thanks to its 25,000 acres of greenhouses that 
supply Europe with vegetables like cucumbers, tomatoes and bell peppers, and flowers. 
In 2020, Dutch exports of greenhouse-produced farm products amounted to $10.7 
billion, but this year could be much less as expensive natgas and power prices result in 
some operations to go dark. 
 
To keep hidden how disastrous his insane energy policies have been, Biden and his 
socialist Democrats have insanely flooded America with supposedly “free government 
money” that has “created the biggest distortions in consumer income and spending 
ever” - saw the “real” personal incomes for Americans falling below the pre-pandemic 
levels of February, 2020 - all of which has caused inflation to devour the entire 
American economy, whose low-ball estimate will hit a 30-year high.  
 
In knowing how enraged the American people will become once this “winter of doom” 
strikes, this report details, Biden and his socialist Democrats are attempting to foist on 
their unsuspecting citizens what’s described as: “They want to enact one of the biggest 
tax increases in American history to fuel one of the biggest spending sprees ever...They 
want to confiscate a huge portion of the American economy, money generated by all of 
us, and then through reconciliation –single-party vote – decide how all that money will 
be spent...If you’re not a Democrat, your input is not wanted...They are attempting to do 
this when the country is deeply divided as evidenced by the Democrat’s paper-thin 
governing majorities – one vote in the Senate and a half-dozen in the House” - in factual 
reality is a socialist scheme called “Build Back Better” meant to enslave the American 
people to their government they’ll be dependent upon for life - but yesterday saw this 
socialist scheme going down in flames because the Democrats themselves couldn’t 
stop fighting about it.  
 

https://www.bloombergquint.com/onweb/your-tomatoes-may-cost-more-as-gas-prices-hit-dutch-greenhouses
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/european-gas-power-hyperinflation-getting-more-surreal-day
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It is important to remember because after his “Build Back Better” socialist scheme went 
down in flames yesterday, the only thing Biden said to the America people was: “We’re 
going to get this done...It doesn’t matter when...It doesn’t whether it’s in SIX minutes, 
SIX days, or SIX weeks...We’re going to get it done” - which makes one wonder why 
Biden is so fascinated with this Mark of the Beast number 666, but in looking at the 
Covid experimental vaccine mandates he plans on enslaving Americans with, it does 
cause one to remember the Bible’s prophetic warning: “And that no man might buy or 
sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his 
name. Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of the 
beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number is 666”.   
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The real Joe Biden is dead (brain dead), and that information should be shared wide 
and far as it reveals the Satanic plans of those who are handling the Biden 
doppelganger double.  It is another sign of the spiritual warfare that is occurring today, 
both in the physical world and as well in the spiritual realm.  His death nullifies any 
suggestion of any presidential “mandates” of any vaccines for sure! 
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Brian Shilhavy, Editor, Health Impact News, said Saturday, October 2, 2021:  
 
“For everyone in the United States who is still holding out hope that the American 
judicial system will recognize that the current COVID-19 “vaccines” were approved 
illegally, and that neither government nor private employers have a legal right to 
mandate them as a condition to work or participate in society, it is time you recognize 
that this hope in the judicial system is in vain. 
 
Salvation will not come from the American judicial system, and Supreme Court Justice 
Sonia Sotomayor drove the last nail in the coffin of that hope yesterday, Friday, October 
1, 2021.” 
 
The Biden handlers are doubling-down on their bully pulpit to drive fear propaganda.  
Tell them to go pound salt, they can’t win the battle conducted through deception.  The 
Democrats and Marxist/Socialist in power are desperately trying to hold onto their fake 
power trip.  The Empires are burnt toast, China and the U.S. both are finished.  Its Red 
October folks and there is only one answer to the contagion spreading, and I’m not 
referring to the fake virus at the moment!  It’s all over but for the crying and weeping.  
Personal wealth, pensions, savings, government checks will end effective October 1st, 
2022.  I wrote two articles five years ago on this topic of Social Security! 
 
In Blessed Hope #77, I dealt with the issue that Rosh HaShanah is a month late this 
year based upon the requirements of Scripture, particularly as prescribed as the 
Creator’s Calendar, and not that of the Rabbi Hillel II.  The deception behind this 
confusion of the true Feast of Trumpets or Rosh HaShanah is clearly further proof that 
spiritual forces are blinding the eyes of both Jews and Christians on the true day of 
Rosh HaShanah and the imminent Rapture of the Bride of Christ.   
 
Long story short, the Sun must have crossed the 4th gate/portal before the new year 
can commence, and this year, it didn’t happen in March, so it was necessary that the 
Jews added a 13th year. The 4th gate in the Enoch calendar is the spring equinox, 
which is when the Sun crossed the equator.  This method we have been led to use 
incorporates the Sun, moon and stars to calculate His Feasts.  Keep this in mind that it 
was the Jews failure to observe the Sabbath Rest of the Land which began their 6,000- 
year problem that ends with Daniel’s 70th Week of Tribulation. 
 
The 7th and 8th of the October, 2021 moon cycle are our best date for the “Blessed 
Hope.”  I allow for as much as two days extra for a full sighting of the New Moon!  Do 
you have your boarding pass in hand?   
 

https://youtu.be/0FzOc7ldH_E 
 
I included the link above which explains how the Creator’s Calendar proves that in 
2021, Rosh HaShanah or the Feast of Trumpets was errantly established as September 

https://youtu.be/0FzOc7ldH_E
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7th, which failed to meet the fall equinox, hence it is October 7th or 8th, 2021.  Even the 
highly respected Torah Calendar.com erred big time! 
 
The video link above is an excellent visual overview description of what is happening 
this year that became the reason for a premature September Rosh HaShanah to be 
because an intercalary year had to be added to keep the lunar/solar calendar in proper 
alignment.  Hence, Rosh HaShanah is not observed until this week just ahead.   
 
The nation of Israel is not a religious nation as you might think and so the government 
failed to factor in the standard of the Biblical calendar; they merely continued to use the 
Rabbinic calendar of Hillel of the 4th century A.D.  About two decades ago the Karaite 
Jewish sect sought to bring back the Biblical calendar based upon the Sun, Moon, and 
Stars and their relationship to the Hebrew agricultural cycle. 
 

 
 
If you are a gardener, plant vegetables or flowers, everyone who works in the gardening 
department at Walmart has a chart for your area when the last “frost” of the season can 
be expected and they will tell you not to plant until that date at the earliest.  I use this 
analogy to show how the God of the Bible gave the Israelites specific instructions on 
how to use and observe the agricultural calendar for planting, sowing, and harvesting. 
 
Under plans laid out by Klaus Schwab, executive director of the World Economic 
Forum, what food ‘is’ and how it is produced are to take a dramatic turn for the worse; 
From something broadly natural to something essentially synthetic.  
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Under the cold technocrat agenda known as ‘The Fourth Industrial Revolution’ and 
‘Green New Deal’ agriculture will have less and less to do with farmers cultivating the 
land and more and more to do with the laboratory production of synthetic foods by 
robots.  We have seen dozens of reports where residential communities in the U.S. 
have banned residents from planting vegetable gardens on their own property.  
Municipalities are taxing people from collecting the rain water from their home and 
garage roofs.  These are serving an agenda rather than to be a nuisance to residents.   
 

 
 
Finally, are you Rapture Ready?  I would think with all of the wonderful (negative) news 
I brought to you in this Blessed Hope that you might be wide awake in anticipation of 
our Departure and have your boarding pass ready.   
 
There is simply no reason for anyone to want to be left behind based upon what the 
Antichrist has in store for enslavement of your mind, body, and soul!  There is a lot more 
of the bad news that I have chosen not to mention here.  The governor of California 
Gavin Newsome mandated Friday, that all children from K-12 will have to be vaxxed in 
order to attend school this month.  This suggests to me that God’s intervention is within 
days.  God has a special place for the innocent child unable to act on behalf of its own 
well-being.  Governor Newsome breeched that barrier by his mandate this past Friday!  
If you need a second witness, we have that now with the U.S. Supreme Court Justice 
Sonia Sotomayor on Friday refused to block New York City’s requirement that its public 
school teachers and employees be vaccinated against COVID-19.  The liberal Justice 
Sotomayor revealed she is in on the fix since the vaccines are only authorized under 
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EAU (Emergency Application Use), and a violation of the Nuremberg Treaty of 1947.  
The U.S. was a signatory to the Nuremberg Treaty along with every single nation in the 
world at that time.  Furthermore, Sotomayor rejected the emergency request without 
offering an explanation or referring the matter to the full nine-member court.   
  
If you want to be rapture-ready and go to heaven, you must be born again -(John 3:3). 
God loves you, and if you have not done so, sincerely admit that you are a sinner; 
believe that Jesus is the virgin-born, sinless Son of God who died for the sins of the 
world, whose blood was shed for you, was buried, and raised from the dead; ask Him to 
forgive your sins, cleanse you, transform your heart and be your Saviour; then tell 
someone that you have done this.   
  
Blessings, and I hope to see many of you on the other side! 
 
Dr. Barry Awe did a video yesterday on the Feast of Trumpets on Saturday that you 

might want to view:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oyyIh20X_K0 

 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com 
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22  
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